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The various forms of solution for the problem of an arbitrarily oriented electric or magnetic 
dipole in the presence of a half plane are reviewed and presented from a unified point of view. Some 
new results are given and errors in the literature are corrected. 
1 . Introduction 
The problem of the diffraction of a dipole field by a perfectly conducting half plane or wedge 
has attracted considerable attention and the literature dates back over half a century. One of the 
earliest investigations was that of Bromwich (1915) who sought to deduce the solution from a Hertz 
vector made up of the known solution for the corresponding scalar problem, but it was later real-
ized that the resulting vector solution violates the edge conditions for almost all orientations of the 
dipole.~ 
The correct solution for the particular case of an electric dipole with axis normal to the half 
plane was obtained in 1953. The procedure was to represent the source field as an angular spec· 
trum of plane waves, and thereby synthesize the solution from the known (Sommerfeld) solution 
for the diffraction of a plane wave. It was found that the expressions for the field components are 
compose<! of terms which are derivatives of the scalar solutions for the diffraction of a point-
source field by an acoustically hard or soft half plane, plus terms corresponding to a source-free 
solution of Maxwell's equations. Many of the later investigations result~d in this same type of 
representation of the solution, and the additive or source-free contribution essential for the cor-
rect edge behavior is now known for all orientations of dipoles, both electric and magnetic (Van-
dakurov, 1954; Woods, 1957; Williams, 1957; Jones, 1964). 
In contrast with this mode of solution, most of the Russian literature has been directed at 
a representation of the Hertz vector in the form of a Sommerfeld contour integral. S~veral quite 
elegant results for the exact solutions appropriate to electric and magnetiC dipoles have been 
obtained, as well as various uniform asymptotic developments of the solutions (Malyuzhinets 
and Tuzhilin, 1963; Tuzhilin, 1964). Nevertheless, some of the elementary expressions that are 
deducible from these do not seem to have appeared in the literature, and, in addition, the rela-
tionships between the results of the two contrasting types of representation have not been fully 
explored. 
It is the purpose of this paper to unify thes·e forms of representation of the solution, and, 
at the same time, to give some additional results which are either new or do not appear in the open 
literature. An attempt has been made throughout to correct the numerous, and sometimes elusive, 
errors that have crept into the various treatments of the problem. For brevity, much of the analysis 
will be omitted. 
1 This study was supported by the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories under USAF contract no. AF 19(628)4328. 
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2. Representations for the Hertz Potential 
The half plane is assumed infinitely thin and perfectly conducting, and is defined in terms of 
the rectangular Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) by the equation y=O, x ~ 0. It is also conveni-
ent to introduce the circular cylindrical coordinates (p, cf>, z) in terms of which x= p cos cf>, 
y=p sin cf>, as well as the spherical polar coordinates (r, 0, cf>) where p=r sin 0, z=r cos 0. In 
the first two systems the edge of the half plane is coincident with the z axis, and in the latter two, 
the upper and lower surfaces of the half plane are given by the equations cf> = 0 and cf> = 217', respec-
tively. 
Given an arbitrarily oriented dipole situated at (po, cf>o, zo) with free-space electric or mag-
netic Hertz potential 2 
ikR 
IT ... e o=c-
- kR (1) 
where c = x sin e cos <I> + y sin e sin <I> + z cos e , (2) 
a contour integral representation of the total electric Hertz potential fie and of the total magnetic 
Hertz potential fim is (Malyuzhinets and Tuzhilin, 1963), 
fie,m=-. --~·m(a:) da, 1 1 eikR(a) 
- 81Ti c kR(a)- (3) 
in which ( 
.) ... ) 17'-a:-<b+<Po TI:' m a =e(1T-a-cp+cf>o-<P cot 4 
17'-a-p-<Po + e( 17'- a cf>- c/>o +<I>) cot 4 , 
e (a) = x sin e cos a- y sin e sin a+ z cos e, 
and R (a:)= {p 2 + po + 2ppo cos a:+ (z- zo) 2} 1i2• 
The contour C is the Sommerfeld integral contour shown in figure 1, where the shading indicates 
those regions in which the kernel in (3) vanishes exponentially as lim. ai ~ oo on the upper Rie-
mann sheet. The kernel has branch points at a:=(2n+ 1)17'± i.\,n=O, ± l, ± 2, ... with 
.\ = 2 cosh- 1 __!1___ 
· . .2\lppo' 
where R, =R(O) 
is a parameter associated with the edge diffraction. We also introduce the parameter 
representing the distance from the image source, and note that in (l) 
R = R ( 17'- cf>+ cf>o), 
c=e<-<~>>. 
In the case of an electric dipole, this expression for !];<' can be reduced to 
-s M.K.S. units are employed and a time-factor e-1""' suppressed. 
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FIGURE 1. The Sommerfeld contour. 
(4) 
where I'= sin €) cos <I>. m sin e sin <1>. and n =cos e are the directional cosines of c. The values 
Vs and Vk are, respectively, the acoustically soft and acoustically hard (scalar) point-source solu-
tions whose contour integral representations are (Carslaw, 1899). 
where 
l L eikR(a) 
vs.h=-. --v"·h. (a)da 8m c:,kR(a) 
v"•h (a)= cot 7r- a cf> + cf>o _ 7T - a - cf> - cf>o 4 +cot 4 
(5) 
and the upper and lower signs refer to the soft (Dirchlet boundary condition at the surface of the 
half plane) and hard (Neumann boundary condition) solutions, respectively. 
To derive the result given in (4), 7T''(a) is expanded using the half-angle trigonometric rela-
tions, retaining only the terms of period 47T in a that are odd functions about a 7T. It can be shown 
that the neglected terms yield a vanishing contribution to the contour integral. Aside from such 
terms, therefore, '!((a) may be written as 
71"' (a) = e {- <I> ) cot _7T'_-_a_-...,-L-p_;+_cf>,;;..::.o 
- ' 4 
e(<P) cot 7T-a-p-po 
4 
4 a ( 0 • c/>o </>o) (" • </> " </>) - cos-2 c sm --m cos- x sm-- ycos-2 2 . 2 2 ' 
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and the desired result now follows from the identity (Senior, 1953) 
i 1 I etkR(a) rv 
-=Hb1J (kR1)=--. --cos-""da 
kYpp0 2m l"kR(a) 2 
and from the definitions of VS and V". 
Cfhe solution (4) is remarkable in that the scalar solutions V 3 and Vh are explicitly involved 
along with certain additive correction terms which obey the source-free wave equation. This is 
advantageous for numerical purposes since vs and V11 can be expressed in the real integral form 
(Macdonald, 1915) 
(6} 
The additive terms in (4) vanish if t'= m cot ~0, and the electromagnetic field is then determined 
by VS and Vh alone. If, furthermore, m=O, the field is determined by V8 only. In the case of 
other dipole orientations, however, the additive terms are necessary to provide the correct edge 
behavior. In general, the Hertz potential ne and the electromagnetic field derived from it are 
O(p-112 ) as p- 0. The additive terms for the Hertz potential are equivalent to those derived by 
Vandakurov (1954) and are analogous, but not equivalent, to those presented for the electromag-
netic field quantities by Senior (1953) in the case of the vertical (y-oriented} dipole and by Woods 
(1957} and Jones (1964} in the case of the arbitrarily oriented dipole. In these last references, the 
electromagnetic field quantities are expressed as derivatives with respect to both source and ob-
server coordinates, and the consequent additive correction terms are not immediately derivable 
from a Hertz potential. 
A precisely similar analysis is applicable to the magnetic dipole, and leads to 
TJm=x[ ff"+ k~Po HfJ> (kR 1)(t' cos~+m sin~) cos t] 
+ _r[ mV'+ k)ppo Hbl) (kR1) ( .f cos ~o + m sin ~0) sin ~] + znV". (
7
) 
In this case the additive terms vanish if .f=-m tan~- The electromagnetic field is then deter-
mined by V• and V" alone, and if, furthermore, m=O, only Vh appears. For other dipole orien-
tations, however, the additive terms are necessary to provide the correct edge behavior. 
For kppo/R1 ~ 1 (source and observation point far from the edge), a convenient decomposi-
tion of the total Hertz potential is 
(8) 
where Ilz·m is the geometrical optics contribution given by 
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with 
_ { 1 for$> 0 
Tj($) - 0 for $ < 0 ' 
(9) 
and lla· m is the diffracted contribution. This last is discontinuous at cp = 1T ± cfJn in order to com-
pensate for the discontinuities in n;·m. Compl~te and uniform asymptotic expansions of ll~·m 
have been provided by Tuzhilin (1964). If kR 1 ~ 1, a first-order approximation to nedm is obtained 
by comhining the results of Tuzhilin (1964) and Macdonald (1915), and is 
el(kRx+Tr/4) I { 11{-<P)- e( 1T+ c/Jn- cp <P) - e(<P) -e( 1T- c/Jo-c/J + <P)} lla·m--~ -r- -~.. -~.. + cp+(/)o 
- v 21rkR1 2kv ppo cos~~ 
2 cos-2-
(10) 
where sgn( $) is the signum function, sgn( $) = ± l for $ ~ 0, and F ( T) is the Fresnel integral 
If, in addition, k(R 1 -R), k(R1 -R') ~ l, asymptotic expansion of the Fresnel integrals in (10) 
leads to the ralher elegant expression 
(11) 
Formulae for the total electric and magnetic fields can be obtained from (11) by application 
of the usual differential operators in Cartesian coordinates to the Hertz potential. 
3. Eigenfunction Expansions 
Solutions of the half-plane problem in cylindrical and spherical coordinates lead naturally to 
eigenfunction expansions. In the case of an electric dipole, the total electric field is represented as 
Ee 47TkGe(rlro)·c, 
- = --
(12) 
and in the case of a magnetic dipole, we write the total magnetic field as 
(13) 
where m(_cl_co) are the electric and magnetic dyadic Green's functions for the half plane. In 
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cylindrical coordinates (Tai, 1954) 
~" a .. a} ~"'o a A a } {"' a2 ¢ a2 ---<!>- ---<Po- ijh,s+ p--+---iJ<f> ap 0 iJ<f>o iJpo apaz p iJ<f>Oz 
(14) 
where us,h 1 "' { n n } 2 ~:n cos 2 (</>-</>o)+cos 2 (</>+</>o) Tn/2, (15) 
with T =- --eit.!;HISo)jT (p vk2-t2)H(ll(p>v.k2-t2). i J"' dt • r.::--:; . r.::--:; 
T 2k - <» k2 - t2 < T (16) 
Since p.h 
' 
the solution for a z-oriented dipole again follows from a scalar point-source solution. 
In spherical coordinates, on the· other hand (Tilston, 1952), 
' A A 
41T ce.m(rlro)={~.E_-~~} {~-0--~o~} ijh.s+{r(~+P.) k = -- sm fJ o<f> ae sm Oo iJ<f>o aOo iJr2 
8 a2 ~ a2 } {" (a2 .,) eo a2 ~o a2 } rrous. h + --+---- ro -+k- +---+ . -- , 
r a ra 8 r sin () a ra <!> a ri ro a ToO 9o To sm Oo a roa <Po k 2 (17) 
where ijs. 11 is as given in (15), but with Tr (see (16)) replaced by 
T -· _ 2iTII'~ f(s+2r+l) 2s+2r+1 . (k )hW (k )P-r( ())P '( ()) ,-te £.J 1 ( )( l)ls+r T< s+r r> s+rCOS s+r COS o. s=o s. s+r s+r+ · (18) 
The spherical Bessel and associated Legendre functions are as defined in Stratton (1941). 
Since 
the solution for a radial dipole (that is, c = ro) now follows immediately from the point-source 
solution. 
If kr ~ 1 and kTo ~ 1, the representation in (17) is rapidly convergent, and for the electric dipole, 
the dominant term leads to (Felsen, 1957) 
e ikro+i !£~ 2k { <f> ... <f>} { " <f>o " </>o} §_e- -,.,-0 - Ttp sin Oo p sin 2+ <!> cos 2 (Oo. c) cos 6o sin 2+ (</>o. c) cos 2 
/Eo e ikro+ii~ 2k { <f> A <f>} { A <Po A <f>o} 
He- VJ;o -T-o- r.p sin 9o p cos 2-</> sin 2 (8o. c) sin 2+(</>o. c) cos 8o cos 2 ' (19) 
whereas for the magnetic dipole, 
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e ikro+iv 2k { cP ... <P} { ... <Po ... <Po} Hm--- 4 • pcos--<Psin- (Oo·c)cos0ocos--(<Po·c)sin-
r0 1rp sm 8o 2 2 2 2 
~;- e ikro+i~v 2k { cP <P} { ... <Po ... <Po} Em-_! ___ . psin-+cflcos- (Oo·c)cos--(<Po·c)cosOosin-, Eo ro 1rp sm Oo 2 2 2 2 
with Oo • c= cos Oo sine cos (<Po- <I>)- sin Oo cos e 
~o ·c =-sin 8 sin (</lo-CI>). 
These equations make explicit the behavior of the electromagnetic field near to edge. 
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